
Security Firm Donates Cyber Equipment to Save Sex Slaves 
For Immediate Release

April 23, 2014. Colorado Springs, Colorado. The Macalan Group company, MainNerve, LLC donated 
critical digital forensics equipment to a local nonprofit The Exodus Road this week to help find and arrest 
pedophiles and sex traffickers in SE Asia. The equipment which is slightly used but when new was valued 
at over $170,000 will be shipped over to Asia to open a new cyber forensics unit, dedicated to tracking 
those involved in sexual slavery. The Exodus Road is a coalition which primarily fuels undercover 
investigations and rescue for victims of human trafficking, and the donation of this gear will help them 
operate much more effectively. 

The Macalan Group and its companies, with over 100 employees in the U.S. and several hundred working 
internationally, focus on providing cutting edge technology and training in real time intelligence analysis. 
They provide critical support to cyber security, compliance solutions, and defense requirements for the 
commercial industry. CEO Bruce Parkman met with The Exodus Road CEO Matt Parker and immediately 
knew he wanted to get involved with the mission of freedom. 

"I find that this organization supports a noble cause.  There is something fundamentally wrong with the 
fact that slavery exists in the world and I feel compelled to confront this in whatever manner 
possible.  Exodus Road provides me with a venue through with I can funnel my corporate experience to 
assist in rescuing affected people from this tragedy," says Parkman of The Macalan Group. 

And The Exodus Road and its partners are thrilled at what this forensic gear will mean to the fight against 
trafficking. Supporting 55 investigators and having empowered over 250 rescues in the last two years, 
The Exodus Road is committed to strategically gathering evidence and building partnerships that will 
make the sale of young girls less lucrative and more risky for traffickers. Cyber equipment like the recent 
donation will greatly increase their efforts. 

As Matt Parker recently said, “We have to think smarter than the traffickers, and cyber forensics is one 
way to bring advanced technology to the fight.” 

Both organizations are located in the Colorado Springs area.

Sources:
MainNerve:  http://mainnerve.com
The Exodus Road: http://www.theExodusRoad.com 
Photos available. 

Contact for more information: 
 Laura Parker, VP, The Exodus Road: 719.229.9771 / Laura@theExodusRoad.com
 Bonnie Moss, Dir. of Marketing, MainNerve, LLC: 719.964.2014 / Bonnie.Moss@themacalangroup.com 
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